Simon Says Stamp – Thoughtful Flowers

Technique: ink blending, watercolor with Zig Markers

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: around 25 – 30 minutes

STAMPS:
Altenew Painted Flowers
Half Tone Hello

INKS:
Gina K Designs Amalgam Black
Distress Oxide Ink: Speckled Egg:
Zig Clean Markers:
Deep Violet #84, Light Violet #081
Persian Green # 033, Light Green #041
Yellow #050, Purple #082

ACCESSORIES:
Spellbinder Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
Simon Says Stamp Rounded Corner Rectangles Dies
Simon Says Stamp Spring Green Sequins
Misti Stamping Too
Water brush
Twine String
Fiskars Paper Cutter
Tim Holtz scisors
Score Pal Mini
Silicone Bone Folder
Tombow White glue
Tombow Tape Runner
Foam Tape
Foam Squares
Mini Blending Tool
Studio Katia Embellishment wand and tray
Absorber Stamp Cleaning Shammy

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White #110
4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – Card Base
2-1/2 x 4-1/2 – card front behind flowers
Simon Says Stamp Fog Gray
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – heat emboss sentiment and die cut – card front
Watercolor paper
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – stamp color and cut out flowers
Black card stock
scrap for sentiments

DIRECTIONS:
1. Place the watercolor paper into the Misti and stamp the floral images a few times to ensure a deep dark stamped image.
2. Use the Zig markers and the water brush to color the images.
3. When the images are dry, cut them out.
4. White heat emboss the background thank you stamp onto the fog card stock and die cut with the largest of the Rounded Corner Rectangle dies.
5. White heat emboss the sentiments onto the scrap of black card stock and trim.
6. Round the corners of the small piece of card and then use the Mini Blending Tool to cover it with the Speckled Egg Distress Ink.
7. Use Foam tape to attach this piece to the left side of the card front.
8. Use foam tape and white glue to attach the flowers to the blue background
9. Use foam tape to attach the sentiments
10. Make a small bow with the twine string and attach with a dab of white glue
11. Use the Studio Katia Embellishment wand and tray to add a sprinkling of the blue sequins from the Spring Green mix.
12. Clean the stamps with the Shammy

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I genuinely appreciate it.
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Gina K Designs OBSIDIAN Amalgam Ink...

Real Brush...  [ SSS ]

Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink Pad May...

Real Brush...  [ SSS ]

Neenah Classic Crest 110 LB SMOOTH...

Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100# FOG...

Spellbinders PLATINUM Die Cutting and...
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Simon Says Stamp ROUNDED CORNER...

Tsukineko Versamark EMBOSS INK PAD...

Simon Says Stamp EMBOSsing POWDER...
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NEW 2020 Wagner Precision Heat Tool...

Ranger ANTI STATIC POUCH ink62332

Sistema KLIP IT 3 Containers Clear...

Simon Says Stamp Sequins SPRING GREEN...
May Arts NATURAL Twine String Burlap...

Strathmore WATERCOLOR 9x12 PAD 12...

Tombow MONO MULTI Liquid Glue Two...

Simon Says Stamp BIG MOMMA FOAM TAPE...

Tombow MONO Adhesive PERMANENT Tape...

Tombow MONO Adhesive Tape Dispenser...

3M Scotch DOUBLE-SIDED FOAM TAPE...

Scrapbook Adhesives 3D 217 WHITE FOAM...